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Bob Reynolds rocks. Sort of.

Technically, it’s more of a mineral thing.

The one-time earth sciences curator for the San Bernardino County Museum and lifelong explorer of the
geology and paleontology of the Mojave Desert, recently had a newly discovered mineral named after him.

Anthony Kampf, a mineralogist with the Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History, has identified and
named nearly 80 new minerals since 1974 – 60 of those since 2000. Earlier this year, he published a paper on a
mineral dug out of the Blue Bell Mine near Baker. Reynoldsite is the name he chose for the brown, faceted
material composed of lead, along with phyllomanganate-chromate.

Kampf has known Reynolds for most of his career.

“When I first came out to California 35 years ago he was one of the people I got to know, and we went out to
the desert many times,” Kampf said. “The Blue Bell Mine has always been one of his favorite deposits to work
on. I thought it was quite appropriate.”

Kampf didn’t find the mineral himself. He said he occasionally gets out into the field but spends most of his
time in the museum lab analyzing specimens sent to him by other scientists and amateur rock hounds, Reynolds
among them. The reynoldsite from the Blue Bell Mine – the same mineral, which Kampf also identified, was
also found in Tasmania – was sent to him by Joe Marty.

Marty has worked with Kampf for many years as well. He has his own mineral, martyite, named after him. In
fact, Kampf isn’t shy about rewarding his buddies. His list of minerals includes such selections as
markcooperite, timroseite, iangreyite and jeanbandite.

Reynolds had to settle for having only his last name grace his mineral, but he’s not complaining.

“I was surprised and pleased,” Reynolds said, before adding, “I didn’t pay him anything.”

He said he was particularly happy that the mineral had both lead and chromate, “a couple of my favorite
elements.”

Well, aren’t they everyone’s?

He’s also pleased that “it’s from the Mojave Desert, where I spent most of my time, beating my head against a
rock.”

In fact, Reynolds said he has been in the Blue Bell Mine probably a dozen times.

“The mines there have been worked since the 1920s,” he said. They contain “mainly lead minerals: lead sulfide,
lead and copper. There’s a whole batch of lead sulfates there. That’s what people collected in the ‘60s and ‘70s.
While at the museum, I loosely organized some mineral collectors and they concentrated on that mine and took



Some of those specimens are in the museum’s collection.

As of yet, reynoldsite is not.

In fact, Reynolds himself doesn’t have a sample of the mineral that will essentially immortalize his name – as
long as there are people left who remember reynoldsite.

Just don’t call it a rock.

That grates on Reynolds, like too much desert sand in his shorts.

A mineral, he says, “is a naturally occurring non-organic solid that has as defined crystal structure and a regular
chemical composition.”

A rock, on the other hand is a mix of minerals, a mineral cocktail if you will.

And speaking of cocktails, while Reynolds is jazzed about his new fame, he’s not expecting it to earn him any
free drinks at most bars.

“There’s probably some exclusive bar in the bottom of the Smithsonian Institution where people might perk up
if they hear reynoldsite,” he said with a laugh.

Well, it’s something anyway.


